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The rise and fall of the telcos
in the 12 years of System House, we have sent all quite a few
Scud missiles. Statistically, we have probably landed on target
more times than the real thing. Sometimes, however, we think
of a theme which seems pretty obvious and then get astounded
by the reaction. A few weeks ago we introduced the analogy
between 36 and the Channel Tunnel. We are now a part of
Ovum, who many readers will know is the lead provider of
telco♥related research. Their research is pretty clear and

unambiguous. as will be a major success...eventually. But don☂t
expect anything but negligible additional revenues in the next
five years though. If you want an

reduce, with resulting increases in interest repayments. Debt

ratings are a measure of the increasing risk of default on such

debt. Some 36 licence☜ holders (e.g. France Telecomm) are

>50% Govt. owned anyway so the bottom line is a state bail out.

If push came to shove, that might be the case with other

previously state owned monopolies.

In the UK, the media has spent the month headlining BT and its

seeming inability to give any lead on how it will reduce its £30b

debt mountain. Indeed, as we write, BT's market value has

slumped to £34.2b - pretty much equal to its debt! The late of its

Chairman (Ian Vallance) and

 

idea of their in-depth research.
look at www.0vum.com/mobile.
But what will people pay for it?
Currently Ovum estimates that 36
users will have to pay on average

$200 more p.a. than the $400
paid by the average 26 user just
to provide the required return for
the cost of the licences and
infrastructure build. Given that
every technological
development has always meant
that the per user spend has
declined..very rapidly (look at the
PC model, for example) that
really doesn't seem viable. So
boost the number of users? All the stats say that the "new"
users of 26 spend Iess-and-less. Teenagers, old age
pensioners using mobiles as emergency devices etc, we could
go on-and-on with our list of non-PC customer types!
So if you subscribe to the view that 3G will eventually be a
major success but that average spend will be much. much less
even than at present, how do you ☜square the circle"? We just
put forward the view that - in one way or another . the licence
costs and infrastructure build costs would have to ☜disappear☝
from the economics. Given that the licence costs are c$120b
and the inlrastructure build costs are of the same order - ou
have to take $200b+ out of the
equation. Our thoughts then turned
to the Channel Tunnel. We take the
technology. the investment for
granted. It's just there as a vital
"taken-for-granted" part of our
infrastructure. ☜Couldn☂t think of
doing business in Paris without it".
But this has only been achieved at
the expense of a herd of private
investors who piled into the IPO and

then a load of Govt. money and
banks converting debt into equity
(and losing most of it along the way
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Top UK Telcos down 60% or £300b from 2000 highs

CEO (Peter Bonfield) hang in the

balance.
Then you might ask ☜Why does
what happens to the telcos matter

to the UK SITS sector?"
Well, firstly it matters hugely to

the worldwide economy. What

has happened in the telco sector

has been THE driver for growth
in recent years. The suppliers to

the sector - e.g. Cisco - have

become icons of the "new"

economy. As a bell-wether (see

System House last month) their
current malaise is a pretty

depressing pointer.

Nearer to home. our own leading SITS companies have ridden

the telco wave. When Martyn Read took over the helm at Logica

in mid-1993 Logica rnade <10% of its revenues from telco-

related activities and its share price was 74p. By 2000. Logica

was making >50% ol its rev from telco-related activities and, at

its high, its share price hit 2440p. Logica's slump this month to

a low of just 990p has a lot to do with perception over the near

term prospects for its telco business. We could repeat similar

messages for CMG. Sema and many others. Telco business

was a significant growth driver for the SITS sector in the last

few ears. The roblems hitting the sector and the resulting
cutbacks in spend (hardware,
software. services) affects the
economy as a whole and the
technology sector in particular.
Near term. and for the most
indebted telco companies. the
luture looks far from "bright". 0n

☁ the other hand, if you subscribe
to our view that 36 will
eventually be a major success,
post the inevitable restructuan

there are going to be some rich
prizes to be won. ln Channel

Tunnel terms. the initial
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too). Sounds all too similar to the
current situation for the telcos piled

Mark Cap at 2000 high
investors who. literally sunk

  

£93. 30high with debt (most, but not all. SG
their money into a hole in the
ground, were not the winners.
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El COLT

£43.☝

£15.71:

related). The Orange lPO was
meant to be a bell-wether for similar

£116!)

£8.☜
But there are many around
today who operate. maintain,

 

debt reduction exercises. As a bell- £18.7bI Eneryis £7.30 service and support Eurostar

 

wether it led in completely the DTelewestl [44.10 54.0» and Le Shuttle-related

  

opposite direction. 3G licence
holders are seeing their debt ratings
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l Vodafone I £285. 00  
operations who are making a
very good living, thank you.
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Record order book at Guardian iT

Guardian iT, the business continuity and disaster recovery company, has announced results for the year to 31☜ Dec. 00
showing turnover up 75% to £86.4m (continuing ops grew 37%), PBT down 45% to £3.8m (but pre goodwill amortisation
and exceptional costs, PBT rose 59% to £13.2m) and last years EPS of 8p now a Loss Per Share of 0.2p. Commenting
on the outlook, Richard Raworth, non-executive Chairman of Guardian iT said: ☜With a record contracted order book of

over £178 million and a continuing high level of investment in the business, we look forward to making further strong
progress in 2001".
Comment: FY00 was a ear .
of significant changeyfor Guardian IT
Guardian, with three 6 year Revenue and PBT Record

acquisitions under its belt ♥ Relative to 1995

the largest Safetynet in DRBVGMIFET £5.6m
June, Catalyst Solutions in

May, and Kingswell in
October ♥ contributing
almost £19m to turnover, on

top of a very creditable 37%
growth in continuing ops. ☜0-9☝ £486K 552'"
The acquisitions have all

 

24m

been integrated in the 1997 1993

business, and strengthen

 

Guardian☂s presence in the .
UK and France, as well as providing entry to Japan. At the time of the £170m purchase of Saietynet, it was recognised
that ☜considerable rationalisation☝ would take place. This will create annual cost savings of £2.5m from 2001 onwards.
Guardian has also expanded its offering into security services, web hosting (nguardian) and storage management
(SANguardian), all high growth areas. Early success for the recently launched web hosting service is encouraging, as is

the doubling in overseas revenuesto £27m. Guardian says we can expect to see it undertake acquisitions in the web
hosting market in 2001, as the market consolidates. With the average length of UK contracts now at more than 36
months and the forward order book at record levels, the pipeline of business looks strong.

Despite this, the market has knocked 27% off the shares, ending the month at 600p. Directors placing 1☁1m shares
originatingjrom call options from the M80 in 1995 didn't help the share price.

Myratech cutting the cloth to suit

AIM-listed Myratech.net, a web and e-commerce solutions glotfcompames ☂" ""5 ☂ssue
provider and Sage VAR, announced cenu☂e--------------------- u

results for the year to 31st Dec. 00. myrate® FASystems,

Turnover was up 18% to £1.7m, LBT may"-
deepened from £41K to £1.6m and Loss Per Share, Axon

    

  
   

  

      

  

   

  

  

 

  

 

   

   

  

   

previously 0.2p, is now 6p. Commenting on the results, gait☜
Chairman Nick Hamilton, said: ☜Having cut our cloth to suit '

. . . Compass Software
the new market conditions, we are well placed to benefit Com macemer
strongly as e-commerce and web solutions markets develop. Deng,☜ '
ln the meantime, we draw strength from our traditional DHS DA;""""
accounting software VAH activities". FIGmup
Comment: We are not surprised to read in Myratech.net☂s HnancialObJ-ects

results announcement that the commercial uptake of its e- Guardian♥r
commerce offering, has been ☜slower than originally
expected'. Costs have been cut and budgets ☜adjusted☁ to "5
take this into account, Justas well the company has its
traditional VAR activities to fall back on. The shares have
fellen 22% this month to end on 11p - particularly grim if
you paid the IPO price (in Apr. 00) of 130p!

Knowledge Management Software
Knowledge Support Systems.
NanoUniverse.

    
Other results this month . Nanec☁m' ☁1
In addition to the articles in this month☂s System House, uss ef .ys ems' "7
other results, for which information can be found on [won 651mg"
Hotnews and/or pages 5-6 are: wgm☁ne☁ 1'3

Affinity Internet Argonaut Games Clipserver policy-Master☝ 12
Compel Cubes 008 Group psDum 14
Durlacher Exchange FS Host Europe Rivers☜ ...15
IBNet lCM Computer InterX Shemood ...12
IQ-Ludorum Knowledge Mgmt Manpower S/W Results... 5/6
Morse NetBenefit Patsystems SCSIndex analysi
Quantica Rage S/W Redbus Share Prices.... .. ..
Retail Decisions Science Systems Scoot.com TradingUpdates ..8
ServicePower Sopheon Synigence Mergers&Acquisitions 10
Totalise Wealth Mgmt lPOtabIe.... .11
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No time for distractions at Computacenter

It was a 'year of two halves' for the UK☂s leading reseller Computacenter, with a painful H1 but distinct signs of recovery

in H2. Revenues for the year to 31st Dec. 00: rose 12.9% to £1.99 billion, but PBT was down 16% to £55.6m, bringing
total margin down from 4.3% to 3.1%. EPS fell from 28.1p to 20.8p. It was the UK that 'did the business'♥ revenue

 

increased 16% to £1.69

billion, though profits
dropped 14% to £63.7m ♥ a
rather lean 3.8% margin. v
France/Benelux region just
about held its own at £227m

revenue and £1.2m profit,

but Germany just gets
worse, losing £3.5m on

£75m revenue.

Computacenter☂s services
business also had its ups
and downs, suffering from

low utilisation in H1 as

project worked was scant,
picking up again in H2 to ☜at

or near full capacity☂.
Indeed, managed services

alone brought in around
£150m revenue, about 25%

up on last year.

1991 1992 1993

 

Computacenter

10 year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1991

   

El Revenue l PBT 275"☜ ☜mm

  

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Vearonding 315i Dec,

  

Computacenter also restructured the UK business into new operating divisions under the direction of Chris Webb
(appointed to the new role of COO). Some muted optimism about their outlook ♥ Chairman Philip Hulme reported that
" Trading in the first few weeks of the current year has been in line with our expectations☝, although he suggests ☜it would

be prudent to remain cautious'. (Ed☂s note: "cautious" seems to be the substitute this year for the dreaded ☁confidence☂
word (mis)used so much last year!) Indeed, this will be Hulme's last statement as Chairman, as Computacenter also
announced that Ron Sandler is to succeed him as Chairman at the AGM in May. Sandler was CEO at Lloyds of London
and prior to that, 000 at NatWest before it was acquired by BoS. He joined Computacenter as NED in May 00.

Comment: The UK reseller market is becoming increasingly ☁interesting.There☂s Peter Rigby☂s SCH picking up Compel☂s
desktop services business, Compelsource, and of course there☂s distributed systems reseller Morse, which is looking
like a real rising star. This means that Computacenter must keepresolutely focused on its core business. But we think
it risks being distracted from its ☁mission☂. One such ☁distraction' is Germany, which has been losing money for
Computacenter ever since it opened for business there. Each year Computacenter tries a different strategy and each

year Germany loses more money. Rather than try yet another strategy (they are going to move Germany away from
desktop resale into enterprise systems and services) we think they should have bitten the bullet and shut up shop.

Certainly it they can't

 

Turnover 2m see substantial

 

Computacenter

IC
UK

France. Belux

Germany

improvement in 2001,

they☁d be crazy to hang
in there. The other
distraction ♥ to our mind

  

anyway ♥ is Biomni,
their ☁JV♥cum-spin-off☁

with sibling company Computasott (another business established by Computacenter founders Hulme & Ogden). Biomni
supplies Computacenter☂s e-procurement software, On Trac, which was originally developed by Computacenter as its
in-house procurement system. Biomni lost £7m in 2000 and is on track (sorry!) to lose another £7m in 2001.The plan is
to float Biomni ☜when market conditions are more favourable☝. Well, bluntly, this just ain☂t going to happen, at least not
any time soon, so they need to think about either bringing Biomni back in house or selling it off, We think Computacenter
is a quality ☁value add☂ reseller ♥ therefore, more then ever in these troubled times, they☂ve just got to stick to the
knitting. Computacenter☂s shares ended the month down 3% at 345p.

   Double digit growth at

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young
(CGEY) announced FY00 results - consolidated revenue

rose 60.8% to Eur06,931m, operating margin grew 49.9%
to Euro703m and EPS improved 16% to Eur03.99. Most
of this was, of course, due to the Ernst &Young acquisition.
On a proforma basis, revenue growth was 10.4% to Euro
8,471m, operating margin increased 13.6% to Eur0893m
and EPS improved 19.8% to Euro4.35. Looking fonNard,
CGEY is aiming for Euro9,600m revenue and to at least
maintain its 10%+ operating margin in 2001.

   

Full marks for DRS Data

DRS Data & Research - supplier of equipment and services

for elections and school examinations - announced
preliminary results for the year ending 31st Dec. 00.
Turnover was up 43% to £11.7m, PBT increased 139% to
£563K and diluted EPS increased from 0.52;) to 1.12p.

DRS's chairman commented ☜DRS is well placed in the
market for the provision of products and services to the
examination authorities, both in the UK and internationally.
We expect to see continued growth in these areas,
particularly in our UK education bureau activity'.
DRS☂ share price ended the month down 8% at 14p.
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Expect more of the same from Axon

Axon announced results for the year to 315' Dec. 00 showing turnover up 68% to £42.7m, PBT

up 57% to £7.2m and EPS up 51% from 5.7p to 8.6p. Commenting on the results, Chairman I

Mark Hunter said: "Many traditional consultancies reported that, compared to 1999, the IT '

market in 2000 was quiet - in fact, it was different. The e-Services market boomed in the rst half of the year whilst the
emphasis shifted to enterprise solutions in the second half - in both instances we prospered.....0ur performance in
2000 demonstrated that we have the breadth, depth and flexibility to excel in a volatile market. 2001 will be more of the

same☝.
Comment: A second set of good results from Axon, with 68% organic revenue growth, and 48% growth in H2 over H1.
The Enterprise Solutions practice grew 30% to £28.4m in the year, and now accounts for 67% of total revenue. Collaboration
solutions (based on

m y S A P. c o m ,

BroadVision and

Commerce One
technologies) grew
by a stunning

309% to £14.3m,

(now representing

33% of group

revenues).
The breakdown by
activity shows

implementation

services enjoying a
69% increase in

revenues to £35m,
with the consultant

base of c270 well
utilised. Axon☂s

s t r a t e g i c
consulting operation generated £1 .2m in 2000 from a standing start, and is targeted to contribute 5% of revenues in the
current FY. Support services are also targeted to make up a greater proportion of group revenues in FY01, as Axon
creates a better business mix.

Whilst Axon did not increase customers numbers much at all in 2000, the average revenue per customer improved from

£400K to £690K over the year. A solid set of numbers protected Axon from the worst of the fall out in a turbulent month

   

  

    
  
   
  

     
   

Axon Group plc

6 year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1995

D Revenue l PBT

1997 1998

 
and the shares ended March up 3% at 525p.

AFA looking to international markets

AFA Systems, the AIM-listed treasury and risk

management software company, announced its results for

the year to Dec. 31☜ 00. Turnover was up 140% to £43m,
but with an LBT of £2.6m compared with £0.58m in 1999.

Loss Per Share was 11.9p, compared with a previous loss

of 3.4p. The overall operating loss of Ram included 22m
exceptional items and goodwill amortisation related to the
acquisition of DART in Apr, 00. DART contributed c55% of
revenue during the year.
In Feb. 00 the company raised £4.3m through a cash
placing of new shares and at the end of the financial year
had a cash balance of £6.7m, of which £3.3m went on the
acquisition of the South African Smacsoft Group in Feb.

01. Smacsoft adds a new fund manager/equity portfolio
product to the stable as well as a low-cost development

centre.

Mike Hart, Chairman and CEO, was upbeat, though: ☜Our
pipeline of sales opportunities across the group is at its

strongest ever. We are therefore con dent that 2001 will

be another year of good progress for AFA".
Comment: AFA suffered badly from the slow down in 2000,
with delayed contracts with blue chip clients. The contracts
anticipated at the interim stage did not materialise, resulting

In a profits warning towardsthe end of last year. In fact
tumover from continuing operations, i.e. the Musketeer
products, was up just 8%. The year also saw the company☂s
first acquisition (DART) in an all-shares deal. This was an
expensive purchase, at nine times sales, but DART was

 

seen as growing significantly. The lower cost product range
certainly filled the hole left by the slowdown in sales of
the bigger ticket Musketeer products. But integrating the
DART business with the Musketeer line also added to the

costs.

AFA is clearly trying to establish itself in a wider,

international market, but hasn☂t chosen the best time to
do it. In fact this international move was very much the
theme of our talk with Mike Hart. The company sees a
need to be represented in other financial centres around

the world (as well as London) and a recent distribution

agreement with ITS, a provider of systems to the Middle
Eastern banking sector is part of that move (ITS also
distributes London Bridge☂s products). Further such moves
are anticipated.
Hart is upbeat about the future, based on two factors.
Firstly, sales are forecast at £12m for 2001, primarily based
on proforma performance in 2000 of the three companies
that now make up the group, whilst costs are budgeted at
28m. The other reassuring factor is that recurring revenues
are up from £0.5m to £3.5m. We always like to see 1015 0☁
recurring revenues so this is certainly a very good Sign
Add to that the fact that there are now 14 products to sell,
26 sales people, compared with just four a year ago, and
a customer base that is now 160-strong.
Nevertheless, the results were disappointing and this is
not going to be a particularly good year for anyone.
AFA☂s share price was down 20% after the announcement
and ended the month down 21% at 130p.
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Quoted Companies - Results Service Note: Highlighted Names indicate results announced this month.
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more staff (numbers havegrown from Double. . digit >
comeass Head☂f'g m 33 at flotation to 55). The company is, growth at accenture
the nght Direction g; x, ☜ rightly in our opinion, taking a cautious
Compass Software _ \e☁g approach developing an ASP offering Accenture announced results for the

providers of merchandise \ ☁ \ Compass says it has assessed the Year 10 315☁ Dec- 00 ShOWing 107°
planning software for the opportunity for ASP sales to smaller ☂eV nue 'QFOWIh 10 $10-3b.n- ASIa
feta☜ sector _ has announced results retailers and identified potential partners, P3020 enioyed the largest % Increase
for the year to 30m Nov. 00; revenue but that "the current level of demand for ' 021 /° ' however EMEA POSYEd JUS!
rose 62% to £2.4m☂ pBT more than this method ofde/ivery is not considered 5/" growm ☁0 $3-8b" (19% I☝ 'Oca'
doubled to £442K_ and Eps improved sufficient, as yet, to commit significant currency ☁arms)-

from 1.89p to 3.7tp. Commenting on "350☜"395 to lu☂the☂ developmenr☁ SEque w ☜Fei☁and commented:
the results, Ian Bowater, Chief Exec, ReVenue 9mm☜ 0☂ 62% has been Pan☂?"/arly grat☂fy☂m was the upward
said: ☜Sales in the rst lew months of aChieVEd o☂ganical'y' The recent "endmounevenues duringmesewnd
the yearhave been seasonally/ow due achiSEtiO" (0f MDA Solu☁ions) is n°t ha☝ .Of 20.00' as demand for our
to retailers focusing on Christmas and expeCted ☁0 add mUCh in "☁9 way Of sen/Ices Increa' ey☁ overall' we
the January sales, but activity has now revenue in FY°1v and def☂e'opmem acmeVEd doume-d☂g☂.☂ revenue gmlmh
begun ,0 pick up and we are con/idem costs are expected to outstrip revenues arid added to our client roster, ta am

that the investment in infrastructure mthe Shomermv ☜namelessmsagmd poo/f Qapabflmes and serwce
and people will bee, m,☝ dun-"g ,hefit as MDA's product is a catalogue f7☝9""9§- Dur'ng "16 Yea: ACCemWS
nancial year. creation and publishing tool, and works '"creased headcount by 95 ☁0 71-300
Comment Compass ☜sted on AIM in with Compass☂ own software. Further Accemule Pattnérs were reported to
July 00 raising £2," in a placing The acquisitions of specialist products be meemg Wlihln the momh ☁0 V919
funds have been used to undertake companies are likely. Having floated at 0☜ man5 for a Dartlai "30 ' POSS☁b'V

. 150p. the shares ended the month at no more than 10%. This could enable
further product development and hire 170p, a 13% premium. the company to raise $2bn'
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One bite too many for NSB?

NSB Retail Systems got a real battering from the markets after reporting results which CEO Nikki
Beckett described as ☜disappointing and fall below our expectations'. On the positive side, revenue

for the year ended 31☜ Dec. 00 rose 92% to £40.9m, bolstered by £13.5m from RTC, acquired last

year. Organic revenue growth was a more modest, but nonetheless substantial 29% to £27.5m.
Organic profits growth (pre-exceptionals, goodwill, etc.) rose 32% to £6.1m. So far, so good. But NSB has chosen to
amortise goodwill for acquisitions over four years, so they have taken a massive £16.5m hit in 2000 which put them into
an operating loss of £8.5m and a pre-tax loss of £7.7m, representing a Loss Per Share of 4.26p. They also took a 21m

hit from ☜development costs in excess
of contracted development revenues☝
with some RTC customer contracts and

they have also made provisions for
future related costs in the 2000 results.

Nonetheless, the RTC acquisition

helped double UK revenue to £35.4m
but worryingly, revenue from US dropped
3% to £3.9m. Indeed, NSB has reduced

☜internal growth projections" for the US
market ☜although bookings and pipeline
are strong" as they did not close all the
business they had hoped in the last two

months of the year (although one key
contract has since closed).

Nonetheless, they ☜look forward to the
future withconfidence☝. NSB has also

appointed STS (Canadian rival acquired
in Dec. 00 for £285m) President as
exec. Chairman. Nikki Beckett☂s long-
time mentors Peter Johnson and Alan
Vickery (of JBA fame) stood down as NED's during last year.

Comment: The City marked NSB down heavily after these results were announced for all sorts of reasons, but mainly

stemming from their aggressive acquisition strategy. Besides the heavy toll that goodwill amortisation will continue to
take on the P&L for the next few years (there's some £350m on the balance sheet - £284m from STS alone), debtors
have also soared from £10m to £53m. Then there was a worry that STS execs would cash in their shares early as NSB☁s
share price plunged below the 159p threshold written into the deal. However, the STS execs have since committed not
to exercise the option for at least 12 months. Then of course we have the downturn in the US, a real setback for NSB
which had battled valiantly to gain a foothold in this all important market. Now, we are a great admirer of Nikki Beckett
and her team ♥ she is just the sort of dynamic entrepreneur that the UK needs ♥ and if anyone can weather the storm,
she can. The underlying business strategy still looks good, but she will need to dig deep into her reserves of "confidence"
to convince the market that NSB haven☁t bitten off more than they can chew, let alone digest.
Restating the balance sheet later in the month to reflect a ☜revised presentation☝ of the terms of the STS acquisition

  

NSB Retail Systems plc

Six year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1995

El Revenue l PBT

£15.3m m9,☜

 

£1.5m um £3.3m EBZBk£2.2m £29☜

Year ending :15! Dec.

  
didn☂t help the share price which ended March down 68% at 56p.

  

Losses Deepen at Infobank

Infobank ♥ the e-commerce software

infrastructure company - announced results for
the year to 31☜ Dec. 00 showing revenue down
from £46m to £2.7m (discontinued ops
generated £45.6m in 99). Continuing ops was up almost
six fold to £1.9m with acquisitions adding E792K. LBT

had deepened from £10.6m to £35.9rn, and Loss Per Share

had gone from 35.77p to 66.15p. Commenting on the
outlook, Chairman Martin Frost said: ☜Against a background
of forecasts of massive demand for Private Exchange
software, and with a strengthened management team and
the strong capabilities of our new lnTrade V5 product, I
am confident in the long term future of the Group☝.
Comment: The results announcement has been

accompanied by a number of board changes, with Graham

Sadd, Chief Exec, handing over the reins to incoming CEO
Tony Stepanski (ex Origin, ex IBM), Sadd moves to the
newly-created position of Founder President. COO Jim
conning is also stepping down.The new management team

must now focus on producing revenue growth, here in the
UK and via its eight overseas operations.
At the end of the month lnfobank☂s share price was down
44% at 80p.

6☂
Mount

  

Maiden results from... Mission Testing
Mission Testing, the software testing products and
solutions company that floated on AIM in Dec, announced
its maiden results for six months to alst Dec. 00. Group

turnover increased by 83% from £2.7m to £5,0m, PBT

decreased from £247K to £195K, and diluted EPS fell

from 1.63p to 1.02p. CE, Tony Wells, commented on the
future, ☜looking ahead, the opportunity for the Group is
substantial as our larger clients begin to adopt corporate-
wide software testing strategies. We expect demand to

remain buoyant as this trend gathers pace and as
organisations increasing/y recognise the benefits of
independent testing consultancy☂.

Comment - Mission Testing reported an impressive

increase in turnover, and it it had not been for the
exceptional cost incurred as a result of the flotation
(£310K), it would have also seen an increase in PBT - not
an easy feat for a young company (established in 1998)
in the trading environment of 2000.There is also no reason
to doubt that it will report just as impressive results for
2001 as companies are increasingly using IT systems
for business critical tasks. The share price ended the

month at 276.5p. hardly moved from the float price of
273p.
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Share prices plunge andsigni cant recovery unlikely in next six months...

 

The stock market in general took a 30-Mar-01
bashing this month, both in the US and
in London, with the FTSE 100 falling to
a low of 5279 in the third week of March.

The technology stocks certainly didn't
escape. The techMARK 100 plummeted

to a low of 1864.6 leaving us thinking
that our ☜start bottom fishing at 2000☂
remark may have ironically (considering
the number of people who had said our

forecast was pessimistic) been a little

too optimistic! At the end of the month,

the techMARK had recovered slightly,
but only to 1927.6 and we hold by our
opinion that it will bob around 2000, + or

♥ 10% for at least the next six months.
Our Internet index experienced a drop
of 20% this month ♥ not that surprising

considering the similar size falls in the
last three months of 2000. But asthe

FSTE IT (808) Index shows, with a fall
of 23%, all 808 companies whether

traditional or new suffered in March. In

our own 803 index, only 19 companies

saw an increase in their share prices -
computer services and software products

companies saw the biggest falls, down
15.31% and 19.45% respectively.
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NSB Retail Systems was the worst performer with a decrease of 68% on the month - it saw its share price plummet
following its full-year results announcement, mainly as a result ofits acquisition strategy - only to see it fall even further

on worries that the STS execs would cash in their shares early (see page 7).

WARNINGS, WARNINGS, WARNINGS ....Trading statements round up
Actinic: turnover for the year ending 30th Sept. 01 is likely

to be "significantly lower than current market expectations☝.

Actinic☂s share price dropped 48% on the day to 11p. and
ended the month down 62% at 8p.

Rolfe & Nolan: results for the year ending 28th Feb. 01
☜will be significantly below current market estimates, and
it is anticipated that the Group will breakeven in the second
half, at the trading level." R&N has initiated a headcount
reduction programme and is examining the potential for
☜lower-cost overseas outsourcing of certain software
projects☂. The market knocked 43% off the shares to end

the month down at 164p.

Synstar: ☜the overall delay in signings and therefore revenue
and profit recognition will result in the Group☂s profits falling
below consensusmarket expectations for the year to 30th
Sept. 00☁. Under the leadership of new Chief Exec. Steve
Vaughan, Synstar is to restructure its management team,
create new Relationship Managers and centres of
excellence. The moves involve a redundancy and new
hiring programme and exceptional full year cost will be
£8.5m. Synstai☂s share price ended the month down 24%

at 35p.

Invensys: the global automation and controls group which
acquired Baan last year, warned that H2 OP before

exceptionals will be "marginally below☂ that in H1. The

software systems division is ☜starting to recover from a
dif cult first half☂ and Bean is now trading profitability as
costs have been reduced and revenues are improving. But

across the group headcount will be reduced by 6% (5,000)

by the year end.
XKO: has "recently experienced a material slow down in
new product sales☝ and new contract negotiations for a

number of "substantial" projects will not conclude before

the year end. Redundancies will lead to an exceptional
charge of c£800K. The upshot is that an operating loss of  

approx. £1.4m (pre goodwill and exceptional items) is
anticipated in H2 (to Stst Mar. 01). XKO expects to return
to profitability in FY02, but that didn☁t stop the shares being
hammered ♥ they ended the month down 67% at 75p.

Baltimore: ☜challenging trading conditions" in the US have
led to some sales being delayed. As a consequence, sales
in 0101 are expected to be c£25m, compared to 0400
revenues of £28.4m. Their major customer ((50% of
revenues) - Nortel - also warned the market and as a result

Baltimore☁s share price crashed down 65% to 89p.

And from across the pond...
Oracle: released a profits warning at the beginning of the
month stating it had experienced problems closing ☜already
negotiated deals", adding that it could be nine months

before demand picks up. When 03 results were announced
the applications business was revealed to be growing by
a disappointing 25%, compared to 66% in Q2. CFO Jeff
Henley said that Oracle is looking to reduce headcount in
an attempt to cut costs.

Compaq: warned that revenues in 0101, at $9-$9.2bn.
will be roughly 4% below 0100. At the same time it said

that it is ☜taking a number ofactions to improve its business
model☂ which will lead to a restructuring charge of $125-
150m in 01. This includes merging the commercial and

consumer PC operations into a single group (Access

Business Group), and reducing headcount by 7% (5,000).
650: warned that revenue growth for 04 (to 315' Mar.) is
expected to come in 11%☁13% above last year, with EPS
around 35-37 cents. The shortfall is due from a variety of

reasons including reduced demand (especially for ☜out-of-
scope" consulting and SI work ♥ i.e. bread-and-butter add-
ons from existing contracts) and ☜profitability pressures"
on a couple of its more recent outsourcing contracts. It is

to lay off 700-900 staff which will cause a $100m-$150m
hit in Q4. CSC☁s shares tumbled by around a third.
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Java solutions 100% n/a AMG is a privately-owned IT staff agency. The new

Group's solutions arm operation. to be called The Concise Group, will

- Concise become - art of what was AMG's e-buslness division,

Consultancy for the

banking& nance sector

Eurowise PP

 

Convergys Corp.

  
     
 

Dimension Data

 

ECsott Group  Bitcral't Swedish lntemet systems

develo - ment corn - an

 

Heudden Invest   

  Howper 348 (M 80)

  
lCM Computer Group

sysmms Imagramr
Local Computing Software for amateur football

associations

 

lnterCIubNet  

iT and e-commerce strategy
Technology Partners and consulting

   Interact Commerce
Corp

Sage Group ACT and SalesLogix

products for SMEs

 

    

 

    

 

  
Secure Browser Ltd
     Totalise's dial-up

operation

Flights to dial-up revenues

from Totaiise's user base

Services and software for the
life sciences industry.

Technology 8- IS

division otAventis
Flesearcn

Specialist Computer

Holdings
   

Spring Group  
eidon e♥oontent management

systems

Teletrade Solutions    

 

VI Group Ubiquity orps CAD/EDI software

software & systems

business

 

  
   

 

So now we know. Our baited breath is baited no longer. Fl
Group is changing its name to Xansa. Yep. ☜It☁s easy to
sat/i Just in case you have any difficulty Fl provides the
helpful hint that ☜it has clear phonetic links with Answer".
And the many rumours that it had an Indian connection
were true, ofcourse as (we all know) Sanskar is the
Sanskrit for ☜culture and values".

Comment: We spoke to Hilary Cropper. The reaction from

250 senior staff to the name change yesterday was very
positive, she says. Must give her full marks for keeping it
secret for so long. but staff were on pain of instant dismissal
it seems! (Exchange "Richard, you do like the new name
don☂t you?" Holway ☜ Well, it☂s better than Accenture☂. "Oh

Richard, can☂t you do better than thatl") But more
importantly Cropper confirms that Xansa☂s performance
remains on track. Indeed the £70m contract with AXA Sun
Life announced a few weeks back is a good example of
what we are seeing from many of the ☜long-term relationship☝ 

Quorum &Ac in fan;

., 4.,

100% consultan services.

Geneva Technology Billing software 100%WUS Convergys specialises in billing and customer care
software, so Geneva☁s a ood t.

Premier Systems US systems integration

Integrators ompany

Fondex International holding company 100

from Exchane FS

MAPP from Diagonal lTstat ng operation 0 Diagonal will receive 50% ofgross pro ts in 2001 from

certain contracts,

  

       

  

    

 

  

   

   

Compelsource from Desktop services 100% £1 rn SCH paid cash for Compel's desktop services

Compel operation which generated £1 13m revenues in the six

months to 31 st Decoo
Hy he rn Web-based recruitment 100% £555K Spring paid £205K In cash and the remainder in

shares for Hyvphencom. The acquisition will enhance

Srln's existin web-based recruitmenllechnolo .

  
  

      
  

    

  

The consideration consists of 21m Initially (£250K in

cash, the balance in shares) plus a max. earnoutof

 

    

 

£2.75m. Eurowise provides implementation, training &

 

c£95,6m Didata paid an initial £79m in cash, the remainder is

deferred over 18 months, Premier had revenues of

£105.3m in its last FY.

deendent on erlormance and NAV.

_

  

   
   

     

  

     
     

    

 

100% ICM paid 21m In cash and the balance in shares for C

Cat, who had revenues of £5.4m and operating losses

of £0.6rn in the ear to 30m Se.00.

100%?Local Computing's software is apparently used by
more than 70% of county football associations in

En land.

100% c2172m Novell is swapping 0.668 ofa share for each CTF

share. Jack Messman, President 8. CEO ofCTP will

become CEO of Novell.

100% n/a Sopheon paid shares equivalent to the value of net

assets acquired. Also acquired IP. An earnout, also in

shares, is linked to ro ts In 2001 to 2003.

  
The consideration comprises £1.4m In cash over six
months, plus £40K under a loan stock agreement. SBL

also agreed to subscribe for approx. 3.25m shares at

      

 

   

51% £984K Stilo acquired 51% of eldon, a complementary XML

technology company, Eidon had turnover of £501 K and

losses of £217K in the ear to 31st Dec. 00.

Fondex Sweden from online fund supermarket 100% £190k Exchange FS has been busy disposing of its BZC

Exchange FS operations recently as it focuses on 82B opportunities.

100% The deal includes £50K of consulting tees to "manage

Me bus/tress transfer.

 

Fl Group to become Xansa and another new brand at ICL

players in the market. After a period of "reflection☂ in 2000,
Q4 and Q1 seems to have Seenan unlocking of contracts
from established players. Indeed, outsourcing can be
particularly counter-cyclical in times of economic downturn
as companies take steps to control - even reduce - IT

costs. Companies like EDS and Xansa are exactly the

type of businesses which will do well in the climate of 2001.

Fl☂s share price ended the month down 9% at 344p.

Others were also jumping on the rebranding bandwagon
this month: ICL has launched yet another new brand,
lnfraCare, ☜the Fujitsu Group's single infrastructure service

offered global/y'. lnfraCare seems to be a sort of
consortium of the services organisations of the Fujitsu
family, i.e. FJ, ICL and Amdahl, each serving their
respective continents. Apparently there will be a global

lnfraCare sales team based in Dallas, that well known global
epicentre of the services universe. Phrases like "papering
over the cracks" once again spring to mind
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Forthcoming IPOs

Activity SCSor hdex Market Issue EsthCap. lPODate

_♥---
Cityreach internet Services

Online Education Service

Online travel conpany

Digital Brain

ebookerscom

Dotcom 022001
CS TBA c £50.0m early 2001

H1 2001

 

Errbedded Solutions

MoneyGuru

Netalogue Technologies

Softw are

Online financial services

Procurement Softw are

 

tb

Dotcom BZC MAIN tbc c£50m

CS SP T8 the tbc

Dotcom tbc

scs SP

H1 2001

£10,0m Apr-O1
A

ow♥

 

BZB exchange
onlinewarketptacemwder

RecenthOs

tame Activity SCSor, hdex lllhrket bsue Market lPODate Ft'iceend Premium!

Dotcomlndex Ciass Price Cap. l\lhr.01 scount

Mchael Page Consultancy Recruitmentconsultancy SOS A MAIN 175p £656.3m 29-Mar-01 180p 3%

Tough times for e-services companies

e♥Business services company Nettec has announced its

maiden results since its Apr. 00 float. Turnover for the year

ended 31☜ Dec. 00 was up 261% to £17.3m, LBT was

£8.6m compared with £2.3m for the previous year, an

EBITDA loss of £8.1m compared with £1.8m last time,

Loss Per Share was 8.8p from 4.6p, or 8p and 3.9p fully

diluted.

Founder and Chairman Jeremy White commented ☜Our

market place continues to show rapid growth and through

the restructuring and refocusing of the business in

November and the additional strengths through the

successful integration of our acquisitions, I believe that

we are well placed to bene t from future client

developments in our field☂.

Comment: Nettec has suffered like every other e-business

services company and these results were in line with a

profits warning issued last December. In fact the company

had a strategic review in Nov. 00 that resulted in the sale

of its online advertising business to its management (it

will now be an outsourced service) and staff being reduced

by 45 (including two board directors), although ☁only☂ 16 of

these staff were billable.

We said in our e-business services report that companies

will need to be niche or global to survive and Nettec appears

to be trying to establish a deep technology expertise.

particularly in new technologies and cross-platform and

integrated solutions. It has more people overall - headcount

up from 114 to 349 ♥ and extended infrastructure ♥ a new
25,000 square foot technology centre in Kingston. The
company also acquired technology consultancy Syslogic,

which had 28 staff on Its payroll.

Nettec is also looking overseas. It acquired three French

technology companies and one French creative services

company during the year as a base for European growth -

25m turnover was from acquisitions. However, the company

is waiting for prices to stabilise before using cash reserve

of £23m in the bank ♥ the float in Apr. 00 raised £44m,

Nettec has the advantage of strong management and, as

our discussions with them late last year indicated, an acute

awareness of the need to generate profit ♥ focus is

increasingly on profitable blue chip clients (new clients

include Renault, Capita Group, AXA Investment Managers

and Cegetal). Apparently repeat business is at about 80%

of tUmOVer. which can☂t be bad.

But the market is not good out there for even the best e♥

business services companies at the moment. Nettec☂s share price ended the month down 11% at 29p.

   

Modest rst halfforBPO ☁suspect☂ Hays

BPO ☜unusual suspect☂and IT staffing major league player
Hays reported total turnover for the six months to 31☜ Dec.

00 up 23% to £1.26bn, and operating profit (pre-goodwill
etc) increased 12% to £142m. However, PBT rose just 2%
to £121 m, taking into account 29m of goodwill amortisation
and a vastly increased interest bill of £12m ♥ more than
double the same period last year and even more than the
whole of FY99/00 (this was attributed to ☜a number of
factors including higher Euro interest rates☝). EPS fell 2%
to 4.9p.
Hays largest division, Hays Personnel (40% of turnover)
had a bumper half with revenue up 45% to £502m and OP
up 40% to £70m ♥ an amazing 14% margin. Revenue in
their Logistics division rose 20% to £451m but Commercial
division revenue only increased 8% to £230m. Hays
Chemical business was the dog ♥ revenue dropped 3% to
£78m. Outgoing chairman Flonnie Frost expects ☜a
satisfactory result for the year☝.
Comment: We reckon about one third of Hays Personnel
revenue comes from its IT staff agency (ITSA) activities,
so it is a major league ITSA player both in continental
Europe and also in the UK. Besides the ITSA business,

Hays is a big time BPO player in logistics and supply
chain management (SCM) through its Logistics operations
Hays is deeply into i2☂s SCM product and have opened a
demo centre in Paris to show off its capabilities. In fact,
BPO is a strong theme in all Hays' activities.

The Commercial division offers BPO services for document
management. Hays also recently launched Personnel

Solutions (PS) for HR outsourcing ♥ indeed, they say sales
from P8 is tracking around £100m annualised revenue.
As we have been saying for years, we have no doubt that
Hays represents a real threat to ☁traditional☂ SCSI

companies who are trying to move ☁upwards☂ into
commercial BPO, while Hays increasingly picks up
software and services business working from the business

process end ☁downwards'.

    
KMS calls offmerger talks

KMS announced interim results this month (see page 5)
and went on to announce that it was not going to proceed

with the proposed merger with Orbital, The two companies
plan to continue to develop their existing commercial
relationship. Shares in both companies were down following
the news. At the end of the month, KMS share price was
down 56% at 26p. Orbital was down 29% at 46p.
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Revenue up but pro ts down at Sherwood

Sherwood International announced results for the year ending 31SI Dec. 00 showing 6 herWOOd

turnover up by 17% at £54.3m, due mainly to strong growth in the US. Acquisitions in the I" H R N H I 0 N A L

US and UK contributed £4.75m, over 9% of total turnover. PET was down 10% at £6.6m,

largely on account of higher staff costs and writing-off goodwill on the acquisitions. Diluted EPS at 13p, is considerably

down on last years figure of 1913p. V_

The UK is still, just, the largest source of turnover for the company, providing £24.4m or 45% of the total. This is a
reduction of 20% on last year's figure, however. The US provided the most growth for the year, with turnover of £23.2m

(1999: £12.4m) although

continental Europe (£5.3m,

1999: £3.2m) and the rest of the

world (£1.3m, 1999: £0.4m) also

grew strongly. Sherwood☂s loss-
making joint venture with lCL
no longer contributes to the
accounts. However software

sales to the UK government,
which arose from this activity,

 

Sherwood International

10 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1991 [73m

E1 Revenue l PBT

now account for 18% of

turnover. Sherwood have
developed further their

distribution agreement with

Deloitte Consulting, and
launched a new venture, e2-
one, to market their ☁aeos'

product outside the insurance

industry. This venture recorded
one sale, as part of a stock broking system, since launch in Sep. 00.

Commenting on the results, COO George Matthews put on a brave face: "The past year hasnot been without its
challenges, but these were met head-on and generally resolved successfully. In achieving record unit sales and record
turnover, the Group has performed well in dif cult circumstances. The investments that we have made,and will continue

to make, in broadening our product portfolio, and our sphereof operations, will continue, we believe, to bear fruit. ☜

Comment: We have commented in the past on Sherwood☂s 'tango-like' progress: two steps forward, then one step

back. The growth in turnover shows that Sherwood has made good use of the acquisitions it has made in the US,

successfully entering the general (property & casualty) market and growing its business there by 83%. But this growth

has been achieved just as the US economy teeters on the brink of recession and overall profitability has declined.
However, Shenivood are also strong in continental Europe, where the majority of the world's largest insurance companies

are located, and so should be able to spread their activities across several markets.

Steve Bellamy (Global 000) is stepping down from the top position in Aug. 01, although he will remain with the group
working on ☜various projects☝. Sherwood will need to act fast to put in place a successor to Bellamy who can provide

 

I991 1992 |993 1994 1995 1997 I995 1999 2000

vurenaingaisi Doc.

I995

  

strong leadership as times get hard. The shares ended the month down 15% at 325p.

    _System House_

Super debut from Charteris
Charteris announced maiden interim results for the six
months to 315☁ Jan 01. Revenue has increased 41% to

£4.8m, PBT has slipped from £346K to £61K and EPS
has reduced from 0.8p to 0.14p, Commenting on the results
(ex-Logica CEO) David Mann, Chairman, said: ☜Looking to

next business year and beyond, the directors remain
confident that the market offers Charteris significant
opportunity for further growth. Whilst some maturing of

the e-business market can be expected, rapid change will
continue to be a characteristic. To thrive in this environment,
organisations need to apply genuine experience of

Information Systems in a flexible and innovative way. The
depth of skill offered by Charteris, combined with the

Company☂s adaptable, creative approach, positions it well

for continued success☂.

Comment: The growth in rev. has come, almost exclusively,

from Charteris' newly formed e-Solutions operation, which

made £1.1m in the period. Establishing the operation was
responsible for the decline in PBT, but the results statement
confirms that the e-Solutions business is expected to

achieve profitability during H2. This really shows what you
can do if you apply old established experience/methodology

to customers needs in the new economy. Having floated
on AIM at 90p per share in Nov. the shares ended the  month at 154p, a 71% premium. A rare excellent debut!  

Not another company changing its name!

Policy Master announced
final results for the year
ending 31$t Dec. 00,

revealing turnover up 2.4% to
£17.1m, PBT down 3.2% to £727K and diluted EPS

decreasing from 6.9p to 4.4p. John A Kimberley, Chairman.

commented on the outlook for the Group: ☜For the first time
in many years, Policy Master☂s emphasis can be upon
selling and deploying the software that it currently has,
rather than needing to build a newproduct in order to satisfy

customer demands☝.

Comment: Policy Master☂s results in 2000 were affected

by the delay to the launch of the Sirius for Broking Product
in H1 as well as a demanding R&D Programme but it now
looks as if it is entering a new era with a solid customer
base and a recognised product brand. The Group is also
proposing a change of name to Sirius Group to ☜build on
the success and recognition of the Sirius brand☂. As always,
what we like to see is a good proportion of recurring

revenues and Policy Master has not disappointed with

£6.13m of recurring revenues - 36% of the total. Things are
looking good and the company intends to seek a move

from AIM to the main list.
The share price ended the month down 19% at 220p.
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Smooth transition expected at ☁cautious☂Parity

Like so many other ☜established☝ SCS companies, Parity Group found that 2000 was beset by a poor H1 and a rather
more promising H2.Turnover for the year ending 31☜ Dec. 00 decreased by 14% from £314m in 1999 to £269m in 2000,
and PET decreased by 29% from £18.6m to £12.8m, an overall 6.5% margin. EPS also decreased 29% from 9.42p to
6.25p. The core IT staff agency (ITSA) business (Parity Software Services) was hit badly, as expected, with revenue
down 22% to £192m and profit down 32% to £10.5m. However, this is still a 5.5% margin which is not bad under the .
circumstances. The main problems were in UK (margins down to 4.5%) and Continental Europe (margins down to 2.9%)
- but the US ITSA business saw both revenue and profit increase and is now running at an enviable 10.1% margin!
Parity Solutions (soon to be renamed Plerion) did much better. Revenue rose 12% to £77m (Parity Training did particularly

well, growing revenue 16%),
although profits for the
solutions division dropped 22%
to £7.9m (not helped by

Continental Europe ♥ mainly
Netherlands ♥ going into loss)
but this still left a healthy 10.2%

margin. It was also announced
that founding chairman (and

one of the veterans of the UK

ITSA market) Philip Swinstead
is stepping down into a NED
role as he recovers from major

surgery (thankfully
successful). Parity☁s previous
chairman Billy Carbutt has
returned as non-exec.

Chairman of the group,
mirroring the circumstances
that saw Swinstead ☁assuming
the throne' from Carbutt some years ago. Carbutt was chairman of Parity plc (as it was then) from 1994-1997 until he had
to step down also due to ill health at that time. Swinstead has also brought in Scots♥born Ian Miller (ex-EDS, ex-PA) as

group CEO, who will also have direct responsibility for ☁Plerion☂. Long time Solutions MD Keith Jennings is leaving Parity
(on an amicable basis, we hasten to add). ☁New☂ chairman Billy Carbutt remains ☜cautious☝ for 2001 but the business

will continue to be managed
strongly to maintain margins☝.
Comment: We☂re gladdened to

, hear that the new management
team are set to manage the
business very much on
Swinstead☂s lines, i.e. for profit
rather than share. We were also
very impressed with new CEO lan
Miller☂s grasp of Parity☂s business

☁ and feel comfortable that the
transition from Swinstead will be

relatively seamless ♥ although we still expect to see Swinstead☂s hand somewhere near (but not on) the tiller once he
has recuperated. However, we think the ☁cautious☂ approach is appropriate, as the dramatic downturn in the US economy
will surely take some of the shine off Parity's very profitable US ITSA business, which alone generates over 25% of
group profits. With its ITSA division and its Solutions division Parity is still very much a ☁business of two halves☂ and
likely to remain so for now. But the rebranding of the Solutions division (no, we don't like the new name ☁Plerion☂, but

suppose it☂s no worse than some of the other new names around) signals the potential shape of things to come. Parity's
shares ended the month down 23% at 113p.

Jul. 99, Share
split a re♥org,
Changes name
to Parity Group

Parity Group pic

9 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1992

El Revenue I PBT

220.0m

Jul 94:

Changes name
Mar, sq: FMID m Parity
Swhsiam buys
hti: Comes

i ☜Mariam
l 2 2m £127.7m

~2229k

1992 1993 1994 1995

Year ending 31 st Dec.

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
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Amey aiming high nanoUniverse con nes losses

 Another ☁unusual suspect☂ has crept onto the UK SCS
scene of late - construction services company Amey. Much
like lnvensys last year Amey grouped together its
collection of IT businesses (like Comax which included a
staffing business) into a new Technology Services division

Wh'Ch is now turning over some £66m (0t Amet/'5 9700'☜
10☝" reVenue), although profits for the new division are
ill-91.91am, i.e. under 3% margin. According to Amey
cha"man Neil Ashley, their strategy is ☜to become one of
the QK'S leading providers ofbusiness process outsourcing

59"☝095☂3 Well, there☂s nothing like having a dream, and
With BPO players like Capita, Hays, Serco, et al already
in the frame, Amey might not find this easy.

nanoUniverse, an internet incubator, announced results
for the 15 months to 315☁ Dec. 00, having joined AIM back

in Mar. 00. LBT for the period was £807K and Loss Per
Share was 3.5p. The company has cash reserves of £25m,
and has, like the other incubators, focused on controlling
the rate of cash burn. Chairman Alan Buggy commented
that: ☜Despite the transience and volatility of market
conditions, we have con ned our losses to a minimum,

thus safeguarding the Company☁s capital and placing us
in a strong position to change the Company's strategy
with a View to delivering long term value to our
shareholders". The shares ended the month at 47p, up
5%, but down 53% from the float price,   April2001   
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Permanent Recruitment Boosts PSD

Specialist staff agency PSD Group seemed to shrug off the post-millennium doldrums by reporting a splendid set of
results. Gross fee income for the year ended 31st Dec. 00 rose 40% to £88.5m, net fee income rose 36% to £54.4m, OP

rose 28% to £20m, PBT increased an amazing

29% to £21.4m, and EPS jumped 23% to 57p.

However, CEO Francesca Robinson warned that

☜market conditions are now less certain and
it is not clear how this will impact on the results

for 2001." This somewhat cautious note caused
PSD☂s shares to drop 8% to 713p on the day,
and they finished the month down 27% at 658p.

PSD Gro u p
FYE: 31st December

Technology UK

lntemational

Commercial & Prof. Svcs.

Finance & Banking

Hoggett Bowers

PSD Group pic

6 year Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1995

El Revenue I PBT

  

Net Fee Income Em

an
20.2

   

 

1997 1998

Comment: What a difference permanent
recruitment makes! PSD does relatively little
contractor placement, witness the superb 24%

margins ♥ although these are down from 26% last year. Less than half of PSD☂s business actually comes from lT
staffing, which also probably helped. Indeed, net fee income from their UK Technology division ☜only☝ grew 22%, the
lowest of PSD☂s five businesses. Overseas ops. did best ♥ up 88%. And by the way, all this growth is organic! PSD
floated on the LSE in Feb. 97 at 220p so even after the recent drop, their shares are still approaching three times IPO
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iE to focus on niche areas

Intelligent Environments announced

price. Obviously 2001 is going to test them ♥ but if a ☁quality' lTSA like PSD can☂t whether the storm, what hopeis there

preliminary results for the year ending 315t
Dec. 00. Turnover increased by 22% from

for the contractor-led ☜body shops"?

£7.2m to £8.8m, LBT was £2.5m compared 1
to £30m, and Loss Per Share was 5.97p compared to
8.16p in 99. Olive Richards, Chairman, commented on the

outlook:☜ln 2001, our operational goals are to be market
leader in the credit card market in the UK and to be a

significant player in the retail investment funds market,
whilst taking initial steps to secure a position in the

insurance market☂.
Comment: iE Group seems to offer up a new strategy

every year, and has an uninspiring historic record of either

zero growth or substantial losses. In Feb. 2001 Chief
Executive Roger Willcocks left to be replaced by Phillip
Blundell. Blundell has been at iE for the past three years
as FD but also with some operational responsibility for the

UK business. This year☁s strategy is to focus on two niche
application areas in the UK, and to cut back to almost

nothing in the US. The application areas are Web front-
ends for credit card customers and for personal "wealth
management" systems (such as lSAs). Software
☜packages☝ have been developed forthese, and the revenue
mix is typically 50/50 license and implementation work.
This looks to be a sound strategy for getting to profitability.

It depends on getting the whole company and its skills
behind a very targeted objective, and looking into a much
smaller number of blue chip core customers and partners,

and getting to a leadership position in these niches.
However, it is clearly not a recipe for rapid growth, as the

buying cycle for these kind of systems (typical ticket =
20.5 to 21m) can be lengthy. Profits might finally appear in
2001, although there is already a restructuring cost of £700k
that will have to be included in the current year accounts.

The shares ended the month up 20% at 48p.   

Delcam Experiences Mixed Fortunes O☂Seas

Delcam ♥♥ the CAD/CAM software provider - announced

its results for the year to 315☁

Turnover was up 8% at
£17m, but there has been a
much greater improvement

figure, with EPS of 19.6p, 48% higher.
Comment: Delcam sells in a large number of countries,

and although it reports slowing sales in North America,

half of the year, this has been offset by growth in

developing countries in South America and the Far East.
The experience in Europe was mixed: 'disappointing☂ sales

Belgium and Scandinavia.
Delcam has spent heavily on R&D in the past, and
continued this trend with £3.6m recorded in this financial

them against a general economic downturn in their principal
markets, in the same way that it helped turn the company
around after the bad times of 1998.

☜The good progress, both technically and commercially,

experienced in 1999 has continued during 2000... The

slowdown in the USA and the problems of the Japanese

we cannot be isolated it these economic trends continue.
Nevertheless with a series of new software releases
planned for this year, together with significant

investment in our sales channels, we remain con dent in
our competitive position."
Delcam shares ended the month up 9% at 205p, but down

Oct. 00 during the month.

in profitability. PBT, at £1.6m, was up by 57% on the 1999

the largest market for CAD/CAM software, in the second

in France, Germany and the UK (in H1) but growth in ltaly,

year. This appears to be in the belief that this will protect

Commenting on the results Chairman Tom Kinsey said:

economy must have animpact on world trade from which

enhancements to our existing products and continuing

21% from the float price of 260p in Nov. 97.   14
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Financial Objects goes into the red

Financial Objects results for the year to 31☜ Dec. 00 showed revenues down 18% to £18.4m, a LBT

of £887K (PBTof £4.7m last time) and LPS of 2.61p (EPS of 8.87p). Roger Foster, Chairman,

commented on the results, ☜The year 2000 was a disappointing one for the Group as banks☂

spending on IT slowed following the millennium. However, the second half of the year began F 1☜ A N C M L 0 Iii E C T S

to see an improvement in activity..."

Comment: In 1998 ex-ACT Foster

said he had Misys in his sights

claiming that Financial Objects

was"Number Two to Misys in the

banking software market☝. But, as

can be seen from the headline

figures, the year 2000 was not a

good one for F0 as they suffered
from a slowdown in demand for its

traditional banking products. Had it
not been for the new ActiveBankTM
product, which saw revenues grow
33%, and now accounts for 40% of

revenues, things could have looked
a lot worse. But it seems that in the second half of the year, the traditional product revenues picked up again and it is

good to see that the company now sees the importance of recurring revenues such asprofessional services revenues

and annual support revenues. These types of revenues are expected to account for 070% of total revenue in the coming

year so next years results are likely to re ect a higher level of financial stability. Meanwhile, Financial Objects share
price gained 15% during themonth to end at 113p ♥ almost exactly half their Dec. 98 IPO price of 230p. Interestingly

Rmnclal Objects pic
5 year Revenue and PET Rach

Rom 1555

El Evenue I FBTVear ending aisi Dec.

£21.7m

£15.9m

  

Misys is still showing a premium in that period (Dec. 98 = 437p - End Mar 01 = 504p)

  

Maiden results from Riversoft

- Riversoft, ☜a worldwide network
management software provider☝,

' announced its maiden results since
listing on the LSE in Dec. 00.Turnover was up an impressive
902%, albeit from a small base of £516K in 1999, to £5.2m
in 2000. LBT however has deepened significantly from
£5.3m in 1999 to £26.5m. Loss Per Share was 32.7p
deepening from 9p. Phil Tee, Chairman and CTO,
commented, ☜With our recently completed IPO, our
increasing top-tier alliances and our growing customer
base, the company is well-positioned to capitalise on the
expanding needs businesses have to improve their network
management capabilities'.

Comment: Riversoit's customers fall into the categories

of service providers and corporate enterprises. Turnover

in 2000 came from direct licence sales of software, and

from maintenance, training and services. Of the company☂s

51 customers overthe period, nine were repeat purchasers.

It would be interesting to know the percentage of revenue

that was recurring but this is not revealed. The high costs

incurred during the year had a lot to do with increased

sales and marketing and higher than expected costs in
the development of its next product version. Riversoft
admits that its success in the future relies on the new
version being accepted by the end user community.
It seems that despite high increases in revenue over the
past year, the company needs to work to build up a loyal
customer base and to ensure that a high percentage of
revenue is recurring in the future so that the risks relating
to the release of new products is reduced,

Having oated at 94p, RiV9r5°☜'S share price ended the
month at 75p - a discount of 20%.

   

 

Transformation at KSS

Knowledge Support Systems,
which ☜develops and markets
software systems which enable organisations to make

profitable decisions through the setting of prices in

competitive markets☜, announced results for the year to

31 st Dec. 00. Turnover for the period increased 52.5% from

£1.8m to £2.8m, however with staff numbers increasing

by 41 to 148 over the period, revenue per head decreased

by over 50%. LBT deepened from £83K to £2.1m and

Loss Per Share deepened from 0.1p to 3.0p. Chairman,

John A C King, commented on the outlook for the
company, " The particular need for Market Adaptive Pricing
products is growing at a significant rate. Our product range

and experience and strong financial resources unique/y
position the Group to take first mover advantage of that
opportunity as it unfolds☂.

Comment: KSS Chief Exec and founder, Madan G Singh,
stated that during the year, the company had seen a
transformation ☜from being a small technology consultancy
into a sales and marketing led product licensing enterprise
with international reach and presence'. However, with the
company in its current form still being in its infancy, the
main problem that arose during 2000 was the unpredictable
revenue stream. There had been heavy reliance on the

Group☂s first licensing deal with a retail customer, which it

failed to close before the year-end. As well as focusing on
the US market this year, the Group also intends to develop

partnerships and alliances to increase its ☜reach and routes

to market" ♥ this will hopefully reduce the dependence on

single deals. KSS currently operates in the general retail,

petroleum retail and telecoms sectors. It claims that during

the last reporting period, it had interest from potential

customers to start projects in the financial sen/ices and
In and out of the FTSE100
Mike Lynch (Autonomy) paid the Pnce 0f ☜mg to criticise
the City by being ejected from the FTSE100 during the
month. 8C5 replacement will be Sema: WhiCh because of
the schiumberger bid, will probably only last until the next
quarterly review.

utilities sectors. However, it decided to focus on its Retail

Division and the partnership with Alcatel in the telecoms

sector. At this stage, "sticking to the knitting" was certainly
the right thing to do but it is good to see that there is the

opportunity to broaden its reach to other markets.

KSS' share price ended the month down 60% at 79p.         
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Quite a lot of news of our 0 n
this month. w Ovum Holway Report 2001 -

Hotnews 5 Continuous Service
We launched our Hotnews ~ ~ - .

V| | [ [l HOLWAY . I V - The Holway Report Continuous Servrce Includes.

serv'ce 0" the WEb '" 1996- ☜3 - Holway Report 2001 Industry Report. The ☜Bible☝ of the
Famine?☜ Of eVeiY☁iaY me for "195☁ SUbscribers☁ The financial performance of the UK SITS sector (= Volume
Impressrve web statistics are one thing (we must be the One in previous Holway Repons) Supplied in both Pa er
☜stickiest☝ site in the businessl), but it's the quality of the d b ' p
readership that really matters to us. The feedback we get at the argo gg yvgmmes Ranking Tables and Da☁asheets
very highest level (when we do something wrong or that you
disagree with) is amazing, Now updated throughout the year (=Volumes Two and Three

In Nov. 99 we decided to join the dot.com rush ourselves with of previous Holway Reports). Supplied via the web only.
the launch of techmarkresearch.com. In a way we were a bit - System House each month. Supplied in both Paper and
like the FT. Excellent old-established brand moving into the on the Web
new economy. FT.com was a major success - as far as "clicks" . Access to Hotnews
go. But customers paying 85p a day for the newspaper realised _ Ticket to (he CSSA Dinner on 12m July (worth £240)
they could get the content free from FEcom. FT.com will soon (subject to availability)

be a summer °☝'V Semce' All for just 25000 + VAT (single user) or £9600 + VAT (2-5
Where the FT goes, we can but follow! , . .
From 1st May both www.mlway om/homews and users) and representing a consrderable savmg on the cost

of this ☜package☝ last year.www.techmarkresearch.com/newsdesk will only be available _
to our customers.Assuming (as you are reading System House!) ☜0☁93 SEW'Ce runs for one Year from 15☁ June-~50 You get
that you are already a subscriber. we will be issuing Usernames even be el☂ value if YOU SUbSCI☂ibe bafore theft AISO ☜016

that existing customers will get the equivalent refund forand Passwords in April.
It might just be that you have"borrowed" this copy (or worse...). the unexpired part of their System House subscription
if so, please subscribe NOW. There is a special offer available
if you apply via the website belore 1st May. _ .
2001 Holway Report Ovum Holway CSSA Evening Presentation
The Ovum Holway team is deep into the production ol this On Thursday 12th July 2001, Richard Holway and Anthony
massive 14th edition of the tome. Except that this year the ☜tome☝ , . . . , . .
will be available as a continuous service on the web. This really ' M'Herw'llyetagam be Presemf☁g'he mémf'nd'ngs Ofthe☁atESt

makes so much more sense as the all important company Ho'wayi epon ☁10 3" ☜enmg semmaf 9☝ behalf Of "☁6
profiles, datasheets. ranking tables etc. will now be continuously C°mp☝☜"9 seN'ces 8☁ 3°"Wa'e Assoc'am" at the R°yal
updated (broughout the yeah LancasterHotel,Lcndon.Lastyearover400topCEOsattended

As you can see. we have put together a very special ☜package☝ What IS nowuconSIderedto be "(he CSSA networking event

offer containing all our continuous services - Holway Report, on,☝ Year -The evemng Starts 3☁5-30 Pm (fore-00 Pm) arid
includes drinks and a really special dinner.System House and Hotnews - all available via the web.

There are many other options available - from buying the Alreeplacewillbe awardedto all2001 Holway Report
Industry Report on its own for just £2500 all the way through to Continuous Service customers who purchase before
Company wide licences and advisory services (poa). that date. Brochure and orderform enclosed.
CSSA Evening Presentation Normal price for the evening from the CSSA
Now booked for the 12th July. it was a SELL OUT last year. The (Tel; 020 7395 6717 or you cane.

CSSA already has many bookings even though the date and mai|;zoe.hemming@cssa.co.uk) is £180 +
price were not available until now! So get your bookings in VATforCSSA members and £240+VATfor
EARLY by ordering the Holway Report 2001 Continuous Service nowmembem
which includes a FREE place!

r (ORDER FORM

           

From: Delivery address: it 4☁: :

[:1 Master copy @ £1750 D Master copy @ £1750
2001 Holway Report (available from June 01)

[3 Continuous Service Incl. System House☁and Hotnews (single user) @ £6,000 + VAT El ggm☁nip agawn

System House(including access to Hotnews)

One year's subscription 6 £495 p.a. D "5 - copy subacrlpllon" a 2990 [3.3. Electronic optlona are available.

9th edition Software and IT Services lndust In Euro 9 Pro ramme (Please call for brochure/price list)

I] Multl national licence £13,250 + VATDNational licence £8,850 + VAT DAddltional coples 6 £2,000 + VAT each

Cheque payable to Ovum Ltd.

Address. Ovum Holway, 2, St. George☂s Yard, El Cheque enclosed
Fernham Surre GUS 7LW.
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